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W hy use an entry level S/390 Parallel
Sysplex clustering machine? For the same
reason engineers work with a model of a

space station before they build the real thing. New
and existing applications can be tested, solutions to
current business situations can be stumbled upon,
and the models are relatively cheap.

The S/390 Multiprise 3000 is slightly larger than
a dishwasher and the power cord plugs into the
same wall socket used by a lamp. This entry-level machine's
capabilities and resources are relatively impressive. It combines a
fully compatible S/390 system, P390 technology and ingredients to
create an internal Parallel Sysplex cluster.

The internal capabilities of the Multiprise 3000 include a coupling
facility, simulated sysplex timer, channels and disk storage that can
be shared by logical partitions. A mixture of ESCON and parallel
channels can be attached. However, the machine is not designed to
participate in an external Parallel Sysplex cluster.

It is important to distinguish S/390's Parallel Sysplex clustering
technology from a single system sysplex for the purpose of con-
structing a Parallel Sysplex environment in stages. A Parallel
Sysplex cluster is defined as a sysplex that uses one or more coupling
facilities by means of signaling service paths. A single-system sysplex
has only one MVS system using cross-system coupling facility
(XCF). This is known as XCF-local mode, which is a system state
where XCF provides limited services on a single system and does
not provide signaling services between MVS systems.

Here you might be asking yourself, “How can I use XCF if I do
not have communication with the coupling facility?” This is
accomplished by defining DASDONLY(YES) log streams or log
structures in the couple datasets. When the coupling facility memory
and sysplex timer is made available, then log streams and log
structures can occupy the high-speed coupling facility (CF)
memory available to all participating MVS systems in the Parallel
Sysplex environment.

This article will examine Parallel Sysplex planning and imple-
mentation on an IBM 7060, Multiprise 3000. Planning involves

inventory of the technical elements, which includes the use of
specific system parameters and utility syntax. Using the examples
provided, I will demonstrate how to implement these elements.

STAGE ONE

The first stage is to use Hardware Configuration Definition
(HCD) to build an LPAR IODF and IOCP. At least one partition
needs to be designated as an Integrated Coupling Facility (ICF).
HCD will provide the opportunity to designate each partition as an
OS or CF. Hint: When you observe a plus sign (+) to the right of
any HCD entry field, use F4 (prompt) to view a list of available
selections. After completion of the IODF production build and load
of the IOCP into the hardware, use the SASE or HMC to assign
resources, memory etc., to each LPAR image. Be sure to check
"enable for coupling facility communication" when assigning
resources to each CF LPAR. Five LPARs were created on our
S/390 Multiprise 3000 — two ICFs and three operating system
environments. When a partition is designated as a coupling facility,
the coupling facility microcode is loaded into the partition without
any intervention during activation.

STAGE TWO

Stage two involves taking a single MVS system and turning it
into a single system sysplex. This is relatively easy and many
Parallel Sysplex elements can be put in place, even though they are
not being used. A single system sysplex is created by defining XCF
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coupling datasets, implementing PARMLIB
modifications and taking advantage of
system symbolics.

The use of system symbolics, such as
&SYSNAME, will make it easy to add
MVS systems into the Parallel Sysplex cluster.
Each MVS requires several system unique
datasets, including PAGE, SWAP, SMF,
LOGREC, STGINDEX (VIO), and HFS
UNIX System Services (USS) filesystems.
Define the PAGE, SWAP, SMF, LOGREC
and STGINDEX to the single system sysplex
using the assigned &SYSNAME value. The
system command “D SYMBOLS” will
provide information about symbols in use.
All the other system load, parm and proc
libraries are shared. Each system can IPL
from the same SYSRES volume using
shared CATALOG, PARMLIB, PROCLIB,
RACF DB, JES Checkpoint and Spool.
Coupling Facility data sets must be shared.

Note that no effort was spent on perfor-
mance tuning, disk storage sizes or data set
allocation in the accompanying examples.

Your machine can be in BASIC mode to
accomplish Steps 1 through 5 in Figure 1.
Step 6 would require LPAR mode, because
it is looking for the partition number (# )
and name of the CF to assign signaling
path structure.

LET'S DO IT

1. Create a PARMLIB COUPLExx mem-
ber that includes a single statement
COUPLE SYSPLEX(LOCAL).

2. Modify PARMLIB IEASYSxx member
to include statements COUPLE=xx and
PLEXCFG=ANY.

3. IPL (machine is now in XCF-LOCAL).

4. Define system-unique data sets, couple
data sets and CF.

Several techniques exist to
administer an S/390 Parallel Sysplex
environment. The example environment
includes a unique LOADxx, IEASYMxx
and IEASYSxx for each system.
SYS-PLEX.PARMLIB exists in the
PARMLIB concatenation to house the
example Parallel Sysplex-specific
PARMLIB members.

5. Create SYS1.IPLPARM(LOAD2A) and
include the following entries:

IEASYS 2A

IEASYM 2A
PARMLIB SYSPLEX.PARMLIB

The system symbolics PARMLIB
member, IEASYMxx, is where the
symbolics are defined. It is possible to
include several SYSDEF statements
and make LPARNAME - SYSNAME
assignments. This would allow a single
IEASYMxx to be used by all systems.
However, the example is using one
IEASYMxx for each system. The
example includes symbol definitions
for the SYSRES and dump volumes.
SYSCLONE defaults to the last two
SYSNAME characters. SYSCLONE is
included for demonstration purposes.

6. Create SYSPLEX.PARMLIB(IEASY-
M2A) and include the following entries:

SYSDEF
SYSNAME(S02A)
SYSCLONE(2A)
SYMDEF(&SYSR2.='OS3R8A')
SYMDEF(&DDVOL.='OS39M1')

The example definition JCL only
includes primary couple data definitions
simply to keep them brief. Alternate
couple data sets should be defined and
included in the COUPLExx member
with ACOUPLE statements. The alternate
couple data sets are needed to make
changes to the environment and to
maximize availability. Couple data set
changes are made to the alternate couple
data sets, then the SETXCF command
is used to swap data sets used by the
Parallel Sysplex. Alternate couple data
sets can be dynamically defined and
implemented with SETXCF commands.

7. Create SYSPLEX.PARMLIB(COU-
PLExx) from the defined entries shown
in Figure 2.

8. Create SYSPLEX.PARMLIB(CLOCKxx)
and include the following simulated
timer entry:

SIMETRID 00

The RRS and MVS logger services
take advantage of the Parallel Sysplex
capability. Resource Recovery
Services (RRS), among other things,
allow for workstation-originated Java
processing against OS/390 DB2 while
dynamically handling two-phase commit
integrity between the Parallel Sysplex
participating systems. MVS logger has

many uses, most notable is CICS journals
and logs.

9. Create SYSPLEX.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx)
and include the following entries:

SUBSYS SUBNAME(LOGR)
INITRTN(IXGSSINT)

SUBSYS SUBNAME(RRS)

IKJTSOxx provides an opportunity
to retrieve nodename dynamically
from JES. This specification is
recommended because it eliminates
the need to assign static values for
nodename and smfid.

10.Create SYSPLEX.PARMLIB(IKJTSOxx)
and include the following entry:

TRANSREC
NODESMF((*,*))

The opportunity for VSAM record level
sharing is enabled with the following
SMS parameter. The enabling parameter
is only available in the later releases of
OS/390. More work is required once
you determine the business needs for
sharing data contained within the
VSAM data set.

11.Create SYSPLEX.PARMLIB(IGDS-
MSxx) and include the following entry:

RLSINIT(YES)

Recent OS/390 releases have made
changes to JES2PARM parameters.
Some parameters have been eliminated
and some new parameters made avail-
able. What is done with JES2PARM
depends on your release level.

12.Create SYSPLEX.PARMLIB(JES2-
PARM) and include the following
system entries:

MEMBER(1) NAME=S02A
MEMBER(2) NAME=S02B

VTAM will require distinguishing
SNA communication characteristics,
such as SUBAREA numbers, etc. If your
network is SNA, then the appropriate
corresponding PATH, CDRSC and
CDRM statement adjustments will be
needed.

13.Create and change S02A VTAM start
parms in SYS1.VTAMLST(ATC-
STR2A) using the following samples
statements:
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SSCPID=##,HOSTSA=##,NETID=S02A,
SSCPNAME=S02ASSCP,HOSTPU=S02A$PU,

14.Create S02A TCP/IP unique PROFILE
and SYSTCPD parameter members, as
shown in Figure 3. One method for
handling this is to allocate a PDS, such
as TCPIP.S02A.TCPPARMS and
include members PROFILE and
SYSTCPD. The only absolute change
required is for a unique system HOME
IP address in the PROFILE.

Implementation can be handled by
changing TCPIP, FTPD, PORTMAP,
NFSS and NFSC PROCLIB member
into DD statements.

The following examples demonstrate
how the previously defined symbolics
will be used. Startup of VTAM uses
&SYSCLONE, 2A, resulting in
LIST=ATCSTR2A substitution.

15.Create SYSPLEX.PARMLIB(COMM-
NDxx) and include the following entries:

COM='S VTAM,,,(LIST=&SYSCLONE)'
COM='S EZAZSSI,P=&SYSNAME'
COM='DUMPDS ADD,VOL=(&DDVOL)'
COM='DD NAME=SYS1.&SYSNAME..DMP&SEQ'

System symbolic &SID is used for
SMF record identification and is limited
to four characters. System symbolic
&SYSNAME may be greater than four
characters. If &SYSNAME is a four-
character name, then equating &SID
and &SYSNAME is an opportunity in
SMFPRMxx.

16.Create SYSPLEX.PARMLIB(SMFP-
RMxx) and include the following entries:
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CMF0 and CMF1 are the CF partition names. IXCCMF0 and IXCCMF1 are the names given to the internal signaling
service's path structures.

Note: In STEP5, each DEFINEDS can be run as a separate execution of PGM=IXCL1DSU  ** See SYS1.SAMPLIB(IXC.....)

//****************************************************************
//* SYSNAME(S02A)  SYSPLEX(DALLAS) CF(CMF0 CMF1)
//****************************************************************
//* DEFINE SYSTEM UNIQUE DATASETS
//*   STEP1 - DEFINE PAGESPACE DATASETS
//*   STEP2 - DEFINE SMF DATASETS
//*   STEP3 - DEFINE STGINDEX (VIO)
//*   STEP4 - DEFINE LOGREC
//*   STEP5 - DEFINE SYSPLEX COUPLE DATASETS
//*   STEP6 - DEFINE COUPLING FACILITY POLICY, STRUCTURE, PATHS
//****************************************************************
//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IDCAMS
//**** PAGESPACE *************************************************
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//DD1 DD VOL=SER=PACK02,UNIT=3390,DISP=SHR
//SYSIN DD *

DEFINE PGSPC(NAME(SYS1.S02A.PLPA.PAGE)-
FILE(DD1) CYLINDERS(120) VOLUME(PACK02))

DEFINE PGSPC(NAME(SYS1.S02A.COMMON.PAGE)-
FILE(DD1) CYLINDERS(75) VOLUME(PACK02))

DEFINE PGSPC(NAME(SYS1.S02A.LOCAL.PAGE)-
FILE(DD1) CYLINDERS(300) VOLUME(PACK02))

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=IDCAMS
//**** SMF *******************************************************
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN DD *

DEF CL (NAME(SYS1.S02A.MANX) REUSE NIXD SPND SPEED SHR(2)   -
VOLUME(PACK02) CYLINDERS(10) RECSZ(4086,32767) CNVSZ(4096))

//STEP3 EXEC PGM=IDCAMS
//**** VIODSN ****************************************************
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//DD1 DD UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=PACK02,DISP=SHR
//SYSIN DD *

DEF CL(NAME(SYS1.S02A.STGINDEX) VOLUMES(PACK02) CYLINDERS(5) -
KEYS(12 8) BUFSPC(20480) RECSZ(2041 2041) FILE(DD1) REUSE)  -
DATA (CNVSZ(2048)) INDEX (CNVSZ(4096))

//STEP4   EXEC PGM=IFCDIP00
//**** LOGREC ****************************************************
//SERERDS DD  DSN=SYS1.S02A.LOGREC,UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=PACK02,
// DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(90),,CONTIG)
//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*
//STEP5 EXEC PGM=IXCL1DSU
//****************************************************************
//*** SYS1.PXCF.CDS  - Primary Sysplex Couple Data Set
//*** SYS1.PCFRM.CDS - Primary CF Recovery Management
//*** SYS1.PLOGR.CDS - Primary system services Logger
//*** SYS1.PWLM.CDS  - Primary Work Load Manager
//*** SYS1.PARM.CDS  - Primary Automatic Restart Management
//*** SYS1.PSFM.CDS  - Primary System Failure Management
//****************************************************************
//STEPLIB DD   DSN=SYS1.MIGLIB,DISP=SHR
//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A
//SYSIN DD   *

DEFINEDS SYSPLEX(DALLAS)
DSN(SYS1.PXCF.CDS) VOLSER(PACK02)
MAXSYSTEM(8) CATALOG

DATA TYPE(SYSPLEX)
ITEM NAME(GROUP) NUMBER(50)
ITEM NAME(MEMBER) NUMBER(120)
ITEM NAME(GRS) NUMBER(1)

DEFINEDS SYSPLEX(DALLAS)
DSN(SYS1.PCFRM.CDS) VOLSER(PACK02)
CATALOG

DATA TYPE(CFRM)
ITEM NAME(POLICY) NUMBER(6)
ITEM NAME(STR) NUMBER(50)
ITEM NAME(CONNECT) NUMBER(32)

DEFINEDS SYSPLEX(DALLAS)
DSN(SYS1.PLOGR.CDS) VOLSER(PACK02)
CATALOG

DATA TYPE(LOGR)
ITEM NAME(LSR) NUMBER(30)

FIGURE 1: JCL AND CONTROL STATEMENTS TO SET UP SYSTEM NAME
S02A AS THE FIRST &SYSNAME IN A SYSPLEX NAMED DALLAS



DSNAME(SYS1.&SYSNAME..MANX)
SID(&SYSNAME)

GRS is required for Parallel Sysplex.
Entry GRS=TRYJOIN will satisfy the
requirement. There are several recom-
mendations for using GRS settings to
improve Parallel Sysplex throughput
performance that are worth looking into
after the system is up and running. The

same CLOCKxx, COMMNDxx,
COUPLExx, SMFPRMxx and
IGDSMSxx member will be used for
each system.

For OS/390 V2R8 and below, the
implementation of HFS data sets may
require each system to have its own
copy of HFS data sets. To simplify this
article, it assumes the HFS data sets
must be unique to each system.

HFS data sets contain the UNIX
System Services (USS) filesystems.
OMVS=xx would result in PARMLIB
member selection BPXPRMxx, which
would contain HFS data set names with
an imbedded &SYSNAME. I will fur-
ther discuss BPXPRMxx and handling
of the HFS data sets later.

17.Create SYSPLEX.PARMLIB(IEASY-
S2A) and include the entries as shown
in Figure 4.

18.SMS adjustments are required, such as
setting control data set share options,
defining each system name to SMS
base and creating a dataclass with
VSAM(LS) option for logstream and
logstructure definitions.

The SMS share options can be changed
from TSO using the following entry.

ALTER SYS1.COMMDS.DATA SHR(3 3)
ALTER SYS1.ACDS.DATA SHR(3 3)
ALTER SYS1.SCDS.DATA SHR(3 3)

Changing SMS to include other system
names and including a VSAM(LS) dat-
aclass with a chosen name of
DCVSAMLS must be accomplished via
the ISMF panels. Command “D
SMS,SG(ALL)” will display current
SMS system name information. This
can be accomplished using the SMS
panels, as shown in Figure 5.

At this point, the VALIDATE and
ACTIVATE functions need to be
performed from ISMF main panel
selection option #8.

FURTHER SHAPING
THE ENVIRONMENT

It is possible to implement more Parallel
Sysplex changes to the environment
dynamically, however, this is a good point
to permanently implement and verify the
previously mentioned changes with an IPL.
Needless to say, a DP pro will have a back-
out plan, with hopes of not having to use it.

System command “SETXCF START,
TYPE=CFRM,POLNAME=POLICY1”
will enable the system to communicate with
the coupling facility through the signaling
PATHIN and PATHOUT structures, IXC-
CMF0 and IXCCFM1. System command
“D XCF,POLICY” will display the active
policy and “D CF” will display information
about the signaling structure's communication
to the ICMF partitions. This is a good time
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ITEM NAME(LSTRR) NUMBER(30)
ITEM NAME(DSEXTENT) NUMBER(20)

DEFINEDS SYSPLEX(DALLAS)
DSN(SYS1.PWLM.CDS) VOLSER(PACK02)
MAXSYSTEM(8)
CATALOG

DATA TYPE(WLM)
ITEM NAME(POLICY) NUMBER(5)
ITEM NAME(WORKLOAD) NUMBER(35)
ITEM NAME(SRVCLASS) NUMBER(30)
ITEM NAME(SVDEFEXT) NUMBER(5)
ITEM NAME(SVDCREXT) NUMBER(5)
ITEM NAME(APPLENV) NUMBER(100)
ITEM NAME(SVAEAEXT) NUMBER(5)
ITEM NAME(SCHENV) NUMBER(100)
ITEM NAME(SVSEAEXT) NUMBER(5)

DEFINEDS SYSPLEX(DALLAS)
DSN(SYS1.PARM.CDS) VOLSER(PACK02)
CATALOG

DATA TYPE(ARM)
ITEM NAME(POLICY) NUMBER(7)
ITEM NAME(MAXELEM) NUMBER(35)
ITEM NAME(TOTELEM) NUMBER(30)

DEFINEDS SYSPLEX(DALLAS)
DSN(SYS1.PSFM.CDS) VOLSER(PACK02)
CATALOG

DATA TYPE(SFM)
ITEM NAME(POLICY) NUMBER(9)
ITEM NAME(SYSTEM) NUMBER(8)
ITEM NAME(RECONFIG) NUMBER(4)

//STEP6 EXEC PGM=IXCMIAPU
//****************************************************************
//* Update the administration policy in the
//* Couple Data Set - CFRM (Coupling Facility Resource Manager)
//*  Command 'D M=CPU' displays needed CF NAME information
//****************************************************************
//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A
//SYSIN DD   *

DATA TYPE(CFRM) REPORT(YES) DSN(SYS1.PCFRM.CDS)
DEFINE POLICY NAME(POLICY1) REPLACE(YES)

CF NAME(CMF0)
TYPE(007060)
MFG(IBM)
PLANT(02)
SEQUENCE(000000070428)
PARTITION(4)
CPCID(00)
DUMPSPACE(1000)

CF NAME(CMF1)
TYPE(007060)
MFG(IBM)
PLANT(02)
SEQUENCE(000000070428)
PARTITION(5)
CPCID(00)
DUMPSPACE(1000)

STRUCTURE NAME(IXCCMF0)
SIZE(10000)
PREFLIST(CMF0,CMF1)

STRUCTURE NAME(IXCCMF1)
SIZE(1000)
PREFLIST(CMF1,CMF0)

/*

FIGURE 1: CONTINUED
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to review the SETXCF, Display XCF,
Display CF, Display WLM and Modify
WLM system command operands.

Log structures and logstreams can now be
defined to the sysplex. The JCL and control
statements shown in Figure 6 will create
system data sets with a high-level qualifier
of IXGLOGR, the default. The RRS
logstreams have a specific naming convention.
The third qualifier must be the sysplex
name and the other name qualifiers are
fixed. The CICS logstreams need to be the
same name as specified in the specific CICS
region CSD definition.

RRS can be started by copying
SYS1.SAMPLIB(ATRRRS) into a PROCLIB
in the PROCLIB concatenation. And, if the
member is named RRS, SYS1.PROCLIB-
(RRS), then issue system command 'S RRS'.
'SETRRS CANCEL' will terminate RRS.

Adding another logical partition to partic-
ipate in the Parallel Sysplex cluster is
accomplished by repeating a subset of the
steps used to create the first system, such as
creating system unique data sets, VTAM
and TCP/IP unique identifiers, adding the
new system name to SMS and JES2PARM,
IEASYMxx, IEASYSxx, LOADxx, and
last, creating a copy of the HFS data sets
with unique data set names. Then just IPL
from the same SYSRES address using all
the same shared resources, nucleus, master
catalog, system load libraries, system
PARMLIBs, JCL PROCLIBs, JES spool, etc.

Depending on the configuration of the
existing HFS data sets, which are used for

UNIX System Services (USS), it may not
be possible to share them. As a result, the
HFS data sets must be copied and given
unique data set names. On the S/390
Multiprise 3000, the HFS data sets were
DF/DSS dumped to a temporary data set,
then restored renaming each HFS data set
with a suffix of the new system name. Given
a new system name of S02B, (using our
example), OMVS=&SYSCLONE will read
BPXPRM2B PARMLIB member. BPX-
PRM2B references HFS data sets such as
(HFS.OMVS.ETC), which would be changed
to (HFS.OMVS.ETC..&SYSNAME).

The result would be that S02B USS “etc”
filesystems are located in (HFS.OMVS.ETC.
S02B). Future releases of OS/390 will begin
enabling HFS data set sharing across the

Parallel Sysplex cluster. Be sure to review
OS/390 V2R9 announcements concerning
HFS file sharing.

TSO SDSF command “SYSID <sys-
name>” is useful for viewing any specific
syslog of a system in the Parallel Sysplex.
System commands preceded by “ROUTE
<sysname>”, will allow execution of the com-
mand on the target Parallel Sysplex system.

CONCLUSION

On-going work will be required to integrate
your organization's software and business
applications. The S/390 Parallel Sysplex
technology will present new opportunities
for delivering features, functions, high
availability and OS/390 Workload Manager
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COUPLE SYSPLEX(DALLAS)
PCOUPLE(SYS1.PXCF.CDS)

DATA
TYPE(CFRM)
PCOUPLE(SYS1.PCFRM.CDS)

DATA
TYPE(LOGR)
PCOUPLE(SYS1.PLOGR.CDS)

DATA
TYPE(WLM)
PCOUPLE(SYS1.PWLM.CDS)

DATA
TYPE(ARM)
PCOUPLE(SYS1.PARM.CDS)

DATA
TYPE(SFM)
PCOUPLE(SYS1.PSFM.CDS)

PATHIN
STRNAME(IXCCMF0)

PATHOUT
STRNAME(IXCCMF0)

PATHIN
STRNAME(IXCCMF1)

PATHOUT
STRNAME(IXCCMF1)

FIGURE 2: COUPLEXX DEFINED ENTRIES

//PROFILE DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TCPIP.&SYSNAME.TCPPARMS(PROFILE)
//SYSTCPD DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TCPIP.&SYSNAME.TCPPARMS(TCPDATA)

FIGURE 3: TCP/IP STARTUP PROC MODIFICATIONS

CLOCK=xx,
CMD=xx,
COUPLE=xx,
GRS=TRYJOIN,
LOGREC=SYS1.&SYSNAME..LOGREC,
PLEXCFG=ANY,
PAGE=(SYS1.&SYSNAME..PLPA.PAGE,

SYS1.&SYSNAME..COMMON.PAGE,
SYS1.&SYSNAME..LOCAL.PAGE,L),

OMVS=xx,
SMF=xx,
SMS=xx,
VIODSN=SYS1.&SYSNAME..STGINDEX,

FIGURE 4: IEASYSXX MODIFICATIONS

TSO (ISMF)
SELECT > 8 - CONTROL DATA SET
SELECT > 3 - ALTER  'SYS1.SCDS'
F8  (PAGE FORWARD) to locate:

SPECIFY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS . .   (1 ADD,  <---
SPECIFY SYSTEM NAME . . . . . S02A <---

F3 - RETURN TO MAIN ISMF PANEL

SELECT > 4 - DATA CLASS
SELECT > 3 - DEFINE

F8  (PAGE FORWARD)

DATA CLASS APPLICATION SELECTION

DATA CLASS NAME  . . DCVSAMLS <---
--->  3. DEFINE  - DEFINE A DATA CLASS

DATA CLASS DEFINE

SCDS NAME . . . : SYS1.SCDS
DATA CLASS NAME : DCVSAMLS
RECORG  . . . . . LS <----
VOLUME COUNT  . . . . . 1 <---
SHAREOPTIONS XREGION  . 3 <---

XSYSTEM  . 3 <---

FIGURE 5: SMS PANEL MODIFICATIONS
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(WLM) goal mode performance load bal-
ancing across the now visible systems of the
Parallel Sysplex cluster.

If you are still running with compatibility
mode system performance parameters and
are trying to find a reason to convert to
WLM goal mode, Parallel Sysplex is a good
reason. The WLM couple data set is visible
across the Parallel Sysplex. It is possible to
control the workload to meet performance
criteria using all the systems of the Parallel
Sysplex from a single WLM data set con-
taining the performance policy definitions. I
was reluctant to use WLM goal mode, but
now, I wouldn't consider ever looking back
at the OPT, ICS or IPS. Try WLM goal
mode by entering %IWMARIN0 from TSO
option 6. This will invoke the WLM ISPF
application to create goal mode definitions.

Hopefully, this article has provided you
with useful information about the system
administration elements involved in the
Parallel Sysplex environment.
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//***************************************************************
//* Run in single system sysplex
//* Define log structure to include a defined logstream
//* Define logstreams for RRS and CICS
//* CICSA CSD entry names need to match defined logstream names
//****************************************************************
//STEP1 EXEC  PGM=IXCMIAPU
//STEPLIB DD DSN=SYS1.MIGLIB,DISP=SHR
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN DD *

DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(YES)
DEFINE STRUCTURE NAME(LOGRECSTRUCTURE) LOGSNUM(1)

MAXBUFSIZE(4068) AVGBUFSIZE(4068)
DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME(SYSPLEX.LOGREC.ALLRECS)

STRUCTNAME(LOGRECSTRUCTURE) STG_DUPLEX(NO)
HLQ(IXGLOGR) MODEL(NO) LS_SIZE(0)
LOWOFFLOAD(0) HIGHOFFLOAD(80)
RETPD(0) AUTODELETE(NO)
DASDONLY(NO) DIAG(NO)

DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME(ATR.DALLAS.RM.DATA)
DASDONLY(YES) HLQ(IXGLOGR)
STG_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS) STG_SIZE(5)
LS_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS) LS_SIZE(5)

DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME(ATR.DALLAS.MAIN.UR)
DASDONLY(YES) HLQ(IXGLOGR)
STG_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS) STG_SIZE(5)
LS_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS) LS_SIZE(5)

DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME(ATR.DALLAS.DELAYED.UR)
DASDONLY(YES) HLQ(IXGLOGR)
STG_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS) STG_SIZE(5)
LS_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS) LS_SIZE(5)

DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME(ATR.DALLAS.RESTART)
DASDONLY(YES) HLQ(IXGLOGR)
STG_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS)
LS_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS) LS_SIZE(5)

DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME(ATR.DALLAS.ARCHIVE)
DASDONLY(YES) HLQ(IXGLOGR)
STG_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS) STG_SIZE(5)
LS_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS) LS_SIZE(5)

DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME(CICSA.CICS.DFHLOG)
MODEL(NO) LOWOFFLOAD(60) HIGHOFFLOAD(95)
STG_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS) STG_SIZE(5)
LS_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS) LS_SIZE(5)
RETPD(0) AUTODELETE(NO) HLQ(IXGLOGR)
DASDONLY(YES) DIAG(NO) MAXBUFSIZE(64000)

DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME(CICSA.CICS.DFHSHUNT)
MODEL(NO) LOWOFFLOAD(0) HIGHOFFLOAD(80)
STG_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS) STG_SIZE(5)
LS_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS) LS_SIZE(5)
RETPD(0) AUTODELETE(NO) HLQ(IXGLOGR)
DASDONLY(YES) DIAG(NO) MAXBUFSIZE(64000)

DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME(CICSA.DFHLOG.MODEL)
MODEL(YES) LOWOFFLOAD(60) HIGHOFFLOAD(95)
STG_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS) STG_SIZE(5)
LS_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS) LS_SIZE(5)
RETPD(0) AUTODELETE(NO) HLQ(IXGLOGR)
DASDONLY(YES) DIAG(NO) MAXBUFSIZE(64000)

DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME(CICSA.DFHSHUNT.MODEL)
MODEL(YES) LOWOFFLOAD(0) HIGHOFFLOAD(80)
STG_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS) STG_SIZE(5)
LS_DATACLAS(DCVSAMLS) LS_SIZE(5)
RETPD(0) AUTODELETE(NO) HLQ(IXGLOGR)
DASDONLY(YES) DIAG(NO) MAXBUFSIZE(64000)

FIGURE 6: JCL AND CONTROL STATEMENTS TO CREATE SYSTEM
DATA SETS WITH HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER OF IXGLOGR


